It is necessary for secure commercial train services to keep the contact wires in a regular condition. Most of the contact wires are inspected by the specially dedicated train set for exclusive use of measurement, such as Doctor Yellow. However it is expected to develop the inspection system using normal passenger trains during normal operation hour, without the expensive special inspection train set.
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Here we developed original and compact inspection system installed on the commercial bullet train of KYUSHUSHIN-KANSEN, such as Fig. 1 . This system measured the contact points of trolley and pantograph by using image processing which acquires the sequential images of the pantograph circumference during a high-speed run with cameras installed on the narrow limits of the train roof. Fig. 2, Fig. 3 , Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are example results of mesurement in the various running condition using passenger train. Fig. 2 is the train speed that was ploted 3 times mesuremet, and Fig. 3 is the pantograph heights that correspond to the "A" section in Fig. 2 . In the left half of Fig. 3 , the pantograph heights are corresponding. In the right half of Fig. 3 , the pantograph heights are different. Refering the Fig. 2 , the train speed is different in the right half of "A" section. And then Fig. 4 is the train speed, and Fig. 5 is the contact wire deviation that correspond to the "B" section in Fig. 4 . In the curve way, the contact point deviations are different depending on the train speed. In the straight way whether same train speed or not, the contact point deviations are corresponding. These corresponding results present the effectiveness of our vision based inspection system. It is necessary for secure commercial train services to keep the contact wires in a regular condition. Most of the contact wires are inspected by the special dedicated train set for exclusive use of measurement, such as Doctor Yellow. However it is expected to develop the inspection system using normal passenger trains and normal business operation hour, without the expensive special inspection train set. Here we developed original and compact inspection system installed on the commercial bullet train of KYUSHUSHINKANSEN. This system measured the contact points of trolley and pantograph by using image processing which acquires the sequential images of the pantograph circumference during a high-speed run with cameras installed on the narrow limits of the train roof. This report describes the image processing procedures and some measurement result of the pantograph height and contact point deviation. 
